Seminar announcement

May 19, 2011

Marcel Bergerman, Ph.D.
Robotics Institute
Carnegie Mellon University

Dr. Bergerman is a faculty member at Carnegie Mellon’s Robotics Institute, in Pittsburgh, PA, where he manages projects in autonomous aerial vehicles and agricultural automation. He received his Ph.D. degree from CMU in December, 1996. From 2001 to 2005 Mr. Bergerman worked at Genius Institute of Technology in Manaus, Brazil, as the leader of institutional relationships and knowledge management, and later as innovation manager. From 1997 to 2000 he was the coordinator of the Robotics and Computer Vision Laboratory at the Information Technology Institute in Campinas, Brazil, where he worked on Internet-accessible laboratories, autonomous robotic airships, and robotic manipulators. Mr. Bergerman has published extensively in the areas of robotics and innovation management.

Proposing and Managing large specialty Crop research initiative proposals

9:00 TO 11:00 A.M.

1415 Biomed physical science building

Note: Although the seminar will focus on the USDA Specialty Crop Research Initiative, the management and organizational principles to be covered are generally applicable to other large multi-disciplinary, multi-institutional research proposals.

Please send your RSVP to: Linda Estill, lsestill@msu.edu by May 1, 2011

Sponsored by AgBioResearch, Michigan State University